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Amiel Tours was “on the road” again this January to explore, to discover, to experience…
We visited Israel’s newest hotels, discovered exciting attractions and ate in delicious new restaurants.
JERUSALEM

The Ramada Hotel graciously invited us to a sumptuous breakfast
where we enjoyed good food and heard about their latest improvement
plans. In the Old City of Jerusalem we walked along the ancient City
Walls and visited Holy Places significant to all faiths. In the City of
David new findings were admired. We rounded off today’s activities
by visiting several different hotels.

Dead Sea

We “descended” to the Dead Sea! The hotel inspections included
lobbies, bedrooms, meeting rooms and dining rooms and we feel
confident to give you the information needed. We revisited Kfar
HaNokdim to refresh our knowledge of this unique type of hospitality.
Our goal was to catch up and see the improvements made since
our last visit.

Sea of Galilee

Hot of the Press: Two luxury hotels perfect for your high end client:

The newly opened “U Boutique Kinneret Hotel” in Tiberias from
the Fattal Hotels Chain brings you a uniquely relaxing vacation,
right on the shores of the Sea of Galilee.
The Setai Sea of Galilee is set in peaceful and quiet surroundings. A one-of-a-kind spa is offered for
your exclusive client. This experience transcends time, full of quiet moments and serenity.

We continued our tour and enjoyed inspecting additional hotels
perfect for the general market.

The Future of the Negev – The Friendly Desert

Amiel Tours has been the front runner in developing tourism
to the Negev. Israel’s Negev Desert is like pure magic.
Covering over half of Israel’s total land area, it is an area bustling
with beauty. The Negev Desert is a fascinating and enchanting place,
especially for those not familiar with desert landscapes. Furthering
our education, we had the privilege to hear an amazing, refreshing
and extremely interesting lecture about the Negev Desert. This is
where tourists will find new adventures, challenging hiking tours,
breathtaking jeep tours, learn about Bedouin culture, taste wine grown
and produced in the desert and learn how Israel made the desert
bloom. Make sure to include our many product ideas in your itineraries.

Golan Heights

The “Katzrin Talmudic
Village” is an ancient village
located in the Golan Heights on
the outskirts of the city Katzrin.
It features the reconstructed
remains of a Talmudic-era village
and is well worth a visit.

Israel Independence Day
April 19, 2018

It is not too late to join Amiel’s event celebrating
Israel’s 70th Day of Independence. All our
foreign language Guaranteed Departures
have included this event in their program!
Hundreds of our tourists are expected to
attend. Contact us to purchase your ticket!

YEARS

ISRAEL

1948 - 2018

Mini Israel offers the backdrop of the Holy Land’s most iconic
landscapes and sites in miniature, and here we begin our
celebration!

18:00 - Toast with a welcome cocktail to be followed by a tour

through Mini Israel together with your guide.
19:00 - Feast on a splendid array of typical local dishes set-up
throughout the park.
20:30 - Enjoy an amazing authentic and entertaining Israeli musical
performance as a caper to today’s festivities.

Insider Tip:

You are strolling down Rothschild Blvd. in Tel Aviv and you are
hungry? We recommend for you to stop at the Café 65 located in
the lobby of the 65 Hotel and indulge yourself with a delicious and
extraordinary culinary experience.

THIS MONTH’S
FEATURED HOTELS

NORDOY TEL AVIV
HOTEL
Close your eyes. Take a deep
breath and take in the warm
Mediterranean breeze. Let
yourself travel back in time… and
then come back to the present
moment, today. Listen to the
bustle of the city, alive with
people, tastes, sights and
sounds surrounding you. You are in the heart of Tel Aviv, at the crossroads where past
meets present, east meets west, fine luxury meets casual, local heritage meets world-class
updated hospitality.
THIS IS THEIR STORY – Contact us to book the perfect hotel accommodation!

THE SETAI TEL AVIV
HOTEL
Situated along the
Mediterranean Sea, Tel Aviv
coastline and Jaffa Port, The
Setai Tel Aviv is a prestigious
five-star hotel offering
sophistication and tranquility
at the crossroads of modern
and ancient Tel Aviv-Jaffa.
Housed within a historic
Ottoman building, once
used as a jailhouse, The Setai
Tel Aviv offers an enviable
entryway to the wonders of
the Jaffa Port, Tel Aviv’s full
beach coastline and steps
away from the city’s bustling
boulevards and urban hub.

May We Suggest?

Join a walking tour and see the eclectic and awesome street scene of Tel Aviv. Contact us at mngt@amiel.israel.net
Street Art & Graffiti Tours

Tel Aviv is a rising star in the international street art and graffiti scene. This magical tour will
take you through the side streets and alleyways of this colorful urban underground scene.
The walls around us speak to us every day, join us and learn the language of the streets.

Amiel Tours
Website

We are happy to invite you to
read our blogs, posted on our
website www.amiel.com

Explore new topics and insights of our beautiful
and unique country – Israel!

Market Tours

Taste some of the best middle eastern cuisine and soak in the atmosphere
in Tel Aviv's open air markets. Try special delicatessen unique to these
markets and hear authentic stories between the stalls.

Meet us at:

BIT Milan Italy

ITB Berlin Germany

WTM Sao Paulo
Brazil
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